
Rollomatic SA - History of  
Swiss Machine Tool Company in Midwest, USA 
Evolution of Swiss Technology in Tool Grinding  

Rollomatic Company Timeline 
Rollomatic was founded in Switzerland in 1989 by Michel Rollier, current President and CEO. The company 

was originally a manufacturer of drills and tungsten carbide tools with the mission of meeting complex 

standards as required by its customers in the Swiss watch industry. 

Rollomatic soon understood that it was necessary to develop their own grinding machines - a decision 

which paved the way for its rise to considerable size and significance as one of the world's leading produc-

ers of precision tool grinding machines.  

 

1964 Francis Rollier establishes Rollier SA, a cutting tool manufacturing firm for the local watch industry 

  at La Neuveville, Switzerland  

1965 First manual flute & relief grinder called "Roll-o-Matic" for in-house use  

1980 Sales structure began to export manual machines throughout Europe for the first time  

1985 First CNC Grinder for pointing was developed with a (patented) positioning system  

1988 Tool Division Rollier SA sold to Dixi 4  

1989 Conversion of the company to Rollomatic SA focused on the manufacturing of grinding machines 

  for the cutting tool industry  

1992 First Cylindrical grinder with simultaneous roughing and finishing operations (patented)  

1993 First CNC fully-automatic 6 axis grinding center: CNC600X  

1994 Rollomatic Inc. (Mundelein-Chicago, USA) is launched as a subsidiary company  

1996 Market launch of transfer machine, the MicroGrind 2000X, for the PCB industry  

1998 Rollomatic Taiwan (Taoyuan, Taiwan) is launched as a subsidiary company  

2002  Completion of the new headquarters and production plant with 58'000 sqft. at Le Landeron, Swit-

  zerland  

2002 Building and inauguration of the Rollomatic building in Mundelein, USA with 18,000 sqft 

2003 Expansion of Rollomatic USA into a new building with increased capacity for test grinding and train

  ing  

2014 Inauguration of the Landeron assembly and logistics building 80,000 sqft.  

2016 Completion of a building addition in Mundelein IL as a competency center of 10,000 sqft 

2022 Selection of architect firm in Chicago and start of concept drawing for a further building extension 

  of 30,000 sqft which will bring the total building size to 60,000 sqft. 

Rollomatic Technology Timeline 

Rollomatic participates in every IMTS at McCor-

mick Place, Chicago (International Manufactur-

ing Technology Show) since 1996. Currently, we 

occupy the second largest booth in square foot-

age in the North Building of 4,900 sqft, exhib-

iting 6 machines, robotic parts handling and 

AMR (autonomous mobile robots). 

The IMTS (International Manufacturing Technol-

ogy Show) is the largest trade show that Chicago 

and is hosted at McCormick Place. It attracts up 

to 130,000 visitors and 1,900 exhibitors. One of 

the reasons why no other conference venue in 

the USA can accommodate the IMTS trade show 

is the fact that McCormick Place has the electri-

cal power needed to run all the CNC machine 

tools of the exhibitors.  

This image shows a row of production tool grinding 

machines in 1994 in the USA. These machines were 

installed by Rollomatic Inc. out of the Mundelein, IL 

office. The installation is in a facility in California 

where the user produced solid carbide drills for the 

circuit board industry (early electronics production). 

This is the original building that Rollomatic built in 2002 in Mundelein, IL. 

Booth at IMTS in September 2022. 4,900 sqft of exhibit space. 

Construction on the original building  in Mundelein, IL started in 2001.  

Rollomatic showroom and competency center in Mundelein, IL. 

The current building is equipped with 660 solar panels. This 198kW unit produces 230 MW/h of 

energy in one year. The system is connected to the grid and sells electricity back to COMED. 

In 2015/2016, we extended our building by another 11,000 sqft in order to accommodate growth. 

In 2018, we purchased the land adjacent to the West of the current building, and the planning for the 

3rd addition is currently under way. Completion of the 35,000 sqft addition is scheduled for beginning 

of 2024. 

This is the world’s first pinch and peel 

grinding machine, model CNC148P4. 

Rollomatic received a patent on this 

grinding process in 1995. 

Gene Kovacs giving operator 

instructions on a 3-axis CNC 

tool grinding machine in 

Mundelein, IL. Around 1995. 

This is an early manual point 

grinding machine for small 

drills and endmills. Model 01-6, 

built around 1990. 

This is Rollomatic’s first fully in-

terpolating 6-axis tool grinding 

machine. Designed in 1993. 

First shipment in USA in 1994. 

An early version of a notch 

grinding machine for surgical 

tools. First installation in 

USA in 2003. 

Model 2000 and 4000 machines were 

rotary transfer machines for the mass 

production of circuit board drills for 

the electronic and PC industry. First 

installation in the US in 1999. 

Latest Technology and Acquisitions 

In 2011, Rollomatic acquired 

Swiss-based Strausak AG. This is 

the latest development of a scal-

able and adaptable CNC 5-axis 

tool & cutter grinding machine, 

launched in the USA in 2022. 

Rollomatic’s latest combi-

nation grinding machine 

for peel grinding and tool 

grinding, launched in the 

USA in 2021. 

Rollomatic Nano6 CNC tool grinding 

machine for ultra-small tools. Diam-

eter 35 micron tools can be pro-

duced on this machine. It includes 

hydrostatic guide rail technology. 

Rollomatic builds the world’s first 

and only hydrostatic tool grinding 

machines. This is a model for 

large tools up to dia. 32 mm. 

Rollomatic  started designing and shipping laser 

cutting machines for ultra-hard materials such as 

PCD, CVD, MCD and natural diamond in 2016. 

Since then, the latest line-up covers 3 different 

models for the industrial diamond tooling indus-

try, including woodworking tools. 

This is a 6-axis CNC wheel dressing machine 

for truing and conditioning super-abrasive 

grinding wheels, such as diamond wheels. 

Since 2015, Rollomatic has built robotic in-

stallations including AGV’s for pre and post 

grinding operations in the tool grinding in-

dustry as well as in the assembly industry. 


